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On Combining Classifiers
Josef Kittler, Member, IEEE Computer Society, Mohamad Hatef, Robert P.W. Duin, and Jiri Matas
Abstract—We develop a common theoretical framework for combining classifiers which use distinct pattern representations and
show that many existing schemes can be considered as special cases of compound classification where all the pattern
representations are used jointly to make a decision. An experimental comparison of various classifier combination schemes
demonstrates that the combination rule developed under the most restrictive assumptions—the sum rule—outperforms other
classifier combinations schemes. A sensitivity analysis of the various schemes to estimation errors is carried out to show that this
finding can be justified theoretically.
Index Terms—Classification, classifier combination, error sensitivity.

—————————— ✦ ——————————

1 INTRODUCTION

T

ultimate goal of designing pattern recognition systems is to achieve the best possible classification performance for the task at hand. This objective traditionally
led to the development of different classification schemes
for any pattern recognition problem to be solved. The results of an experimental assessment of the different designs
would then be the basis for choosing one of the classifiers
as a final solution to the problem. It had been observed in
such design studies, that although one of the designs
would yield the best performance, the sets of patterns misclassified by the different classifiers would not necessarily
overlap. This suggested that different classifier designs potentially offered complementary information about the
patterns to be classified which could be harnessed to improve the performance of the selected classifier.
These observations motivated the relatively recent interest in combining classifiers. The idea is not to rely on a single decision making scheme. Instead, all the designs, or
their subset, are used for decision making by combining
their individual opinions to derive a consensus decision.
Various classifier combination schemes have been devised
and it has been experimentally demonstrated that some of
them consistently outperform a single best classifier. However, there is presently inadequate understanding why
some combination schemes are better than others and in
what circumstances.
The two main reasons for combining classifiers are efficiency and accuracy. To increase efficiency one can adopt
multistage combination rules whereby objects are classified
by a simple classifier using a small set of cheap features in
HE
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combination with a reject option. For the more difficult objects more complex procedures, possibly based on different
features, are used (sequential or pipelined [17], [7], or hierarchical [24], [16]). Other studies in the gradual reduction of
the set of possible classes are [8], [6], [14], [21]. The combination of ensembles of neural networks (based on different
initialisations), has been studied in the neural network literature, e.g., [11], [4], [5], [10], [15], [18].
An important issue in combining classifiers is that this is
particularly useful if they are different, see [1]. This can be
achieved by using different feature sets [23], [13] as well as
by different training sets, randomly selected [12], [22] or
based on a cluster analysis [3]. A possible application of a
multistage classifier is that it may stabilize the training of
classifiers based on a small sample size, e.g., by the use of
bootstrapping [27], [19]. Variance reduction is studied in
[30], [31] in the context of a multiple discriminant function
classifier and in [35] for multiple probabilistic classifiers.
Classifier combination strategies may reflect the local competence of individual experts as exemplified in [32] or the
training process may aim to encourage some experts to
achieve local decision making superiority as in the boosting
method of Freund [28] and Shapire [29].
An interesting issue in the research concerning classifier
ensembles is the way they are combined. If only labels are
available a majority vote [14], [9] is used. Sometimes the use
can be made of a label ranking [2], [13]. If continuous outputs like posteriori probabilities are supplied, an average or
some other linear combination have been suggested [11],
[23], [25], [33]. It depends on the nature of the input classifiers and the feature space whether this can be theoretically
justified. An interesting study on these possibilities is given
in [10], [26], [34]. If the classifier outputs are interpreted as
fuzzy membership values, belief values or evidence, fuzzy
rules [4], [5], belief functions and Dempster-Shafer techniques [9], [18], [20], [23] are used. Finally it is possible to
train the output classifier separately using the outputs of
the input classifiers as new features [15], [22], [36].
From the point of view of their analysis, there are basically
two classifier combination scenarios. In the first scenario, all
the classifiers use the same representation of the input pattern. A typical example of this category is a set of k-nearest
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neighbor classifiers, each using the same measurement vector, but different classifier parameters (number of nearest
neighbors k, or distance metrics used for determining the
nearest neighbors). Another example is a set of designs based
on a neural network classifier of fixed architecture but having
distinct sets of weights which have been obtained by means
of different training strategies. In this case, each classifier, for
a given input pattern, can be considered to produce an estimate of the same a posteriori class probability.
In the second scenario, each classifier uses its own representation of the input pattern. In other words, the measurements extracted from the pattern are unique to each classifier. An important application of combining classifiers in
this scenario is the possibility to integrate physically different
types of measurements/features. In this case, it is no longer
possible to consider the computed a posteriori probabilities
to be estimates of the same functional value, as the classification systems operate in different measurement spaces.
In this paper, we focus on classifier combination in the
second scenario. We develop a common theoretical framework for classifier combination and show that many existing schemes can be considered as special cases of compound classification where all the representations are used
jointly to make a decision. We demonstrate that under different assumptions and using different approximations we
can derive the commonly used classifier combination
schemes such as the product rule, sum rule, min rule, max
rule, median rule, and majority voting. The various classifier combination schemes are then compared experimentally. A surprising outcome of the comparative study is that
the combination rule developed under the most restrictive
assumptions—the sum rule—outperforms other classifier
combinations schemes. To explain this empirical finding,
we investigate the sensitivity of various schemes to estimation errors. The sensitivity analysis shows that the sum rule
is most resilient to estimation errors.
In summary, the contribution of the paper is twofold.
First of all, we provide a theoretical underpinning of many
existing classifier combination schemes for fusing the decisions of multiple experts, each employing a distinct pattern
representation. Furthermore, our analysis of the sensitivity
of these schemes to estimation errors enhances the understanding of their properties. As a byproduct, we also offer a
methodological machinery which can be used for developing
other classifier combination strategies and for predicting
their behavior. However, it cannot be overemphasized that
the problem of classifier combination is very complex and
that there are many issues begging explanation. These include the effect of individual expert error distributions on
the choice of a combination strategy, explicit differentiation
between decision ambiguity, competence and confidence,
and the relationship between dimensionality reduction and
multiple expert fusion, with its implicit dimensionality expansion. Also, many practical decision making schemes are
very complex, of sequential kind, with special rules to handle rejects and exceptions and it is currently difficult to envisage how the results of this paper could be made to bear
on the design of such schemes. The theoretical framework
and analysis presented is only a small step towards a considerably improved understanding of classifier combina-
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tion which will be needed in order to harness the benefits
of multiple expert fusion to their full potential.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formulate the classifier combination problem and introduce
the necessary notation. In this section, we also derive the
basic classifier combination schemes: the product rule and
the sum rule. These two basic schemes are then developed
into other classifier combination strategies in Section 3. The
combination rules derived in Sections 2 and 3 are experimentally compared in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 investigates the sensitivity of the basic classifier combination rules
to estimation errors. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the main
results of the paper and offers concluding remarks.

2 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Consider a pattern recognition problem where pattern Z is
to be assigned to one of the m possible classes w 1 , K , w m .
Let us assume that we have R classifiers each representing
the given pattern by a distinct measurement vector. Denote

c

h

the measurement vector used by the ith classifier by xi. In
the measurement space each class w k is modeled by the

d

i

probability density function p x i w k and its a priori prob-

c h

ability of occurrence is denoted P w k . We shall consider
the models to be mutually exclusive which means that only
one model can be associated with each pattern.
Now, according to the Bayesian theory, given measurements xi, i = 1, ..., R, the pattern, Z, should be assigned to
class w j provided the a posteriori probability of that interpretation is maximum, i.e.
assign

Z Æ wj

if

P w j x1 , K , x R = max P w k x1 , K , x R

e

j

k

d

i

(1)

The Bayesian decision rule (1) states that in order to
utilize all the available information correctly to reach a decision, it is essential to compute the probabilities of the
various hypotheses by considering all the measurements
simultaneously. This is, of course, a correct statement of the
classification problem but it may not be a practicable
proposition. The computation of the a posteriori probability
functions would depend on the knowledge of high-order
measurement statistics described in terms of joint probability density functions p x1 , K , x R w k which would be diffi-

d

i

cult to infer. We shall therefore attempt to simplify the
above rule and express it in terms of decision support computations performed by the individual classifiers, each exploiting only the information conveyed by vector xi. We
shall see that this will not only make rule (1) computationally manageable, but also it will lead to combination rules
which are commonly used in practice. Moreover, this approach will provide a scope for the development of a range
of efficient classifier combination strategies.
We shall commence from rule (1) and consider how it
can be expressed under certain assumptions. Let us rewrite
the a posteriori probability P w k x1 , K , x R using the Bayes

d

theorem. We have

i
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p x ,K, x w P w
i d pc x , K , x i h c h
1

P w k x1 , K , x R =

d

R

k

1

k

(2)

R

where p(x1, ....., xR) is the unconditional measurement joint
probability density. The latter can be expressed in terms of
the conditional measurement distributions as

classifiers will not deviate dramatically from the prior
probabilities. This is a rather strong assumption but it may
be readily satisfied when the available observational discriminatory information is highly ambiguous due to high
levels of noise. In such a situation we can assume that the a
posteriori probabilities can be expressed as

h Â pex , K , x w jPew j
1

R

j

P w k x i = P w k 1 + d ki

(3)

j

j =1

and therefore, in the following, we can concentrate only on
the numerator terms of (2).

i c hc

d

m

c

p x1 , K , x R =

P

a f cw

R

- R -1

k

R

h’ Pdw x i = Pcw h’ c1 + d h
k

i

probability distribution of the measurements extracted by
the classifiers. Let us assume that the representations used
are conditionally statistically independent. The use of different representations may be a probable cause of such independence in special cases. We will investigate the consequences of this assumption and write
R

p x1 , K , x R w k =

d

i ’ pdx w i
i

(4)

k

P w k x1 , K , x R =

d

i

R

c h’ pdx w i
Pew j’ pex w j

P wk
m

Âj

i

i =1
R

assign

j

i

i =1

Z Æ wj

R

(5)

j

if
R

m

e j’ pex w j = max Pcw h’ pdx w i
i

j

i =1

i

k

k =1

(6)

k

i =1

or in terms of the a posteriori probabilities yielded by the
respective classifiers
assign

a fw

Z Æ wj

R

m

if
R

e j’ Pew x j = max P a f cw h’ Pdw x i (7)
j

j

i =1

i

k =1

(9)

If we expand the product and neglect any terms of second
and higher order, we can approximate the right-hand side
of (9) as
R

R

c h’ c1 + d h = Pcw h + Pcw hÂ d

P wk

ki

k

k

i =1

ki

(10)

i =1

Substituting (10) and (8) into (7), we obtain a sum decision
rule
assign

Z Æ wj

if

- R -1

k

a1 - RfPew j + Â Pew x j =
L
O
max Ma1 - RfPcw h + Â Pdw x iP
MN
PQ
j

k

i

i =1

The decision rule (7) quantifies the likelihood of a hypothesis by combining the a posteriori probabilities generated by
the individual classifiers by means of a product rule. It is
effectively a severe rule of fusing the classifier outputs as it
is sufficient for a single recognition engine to inhibit a particular interpretation by outputting a close to zero probability for it. As we shall see below, this has a rather undesirable implication on the decision rule combination as all
the classifiers, in the worst case, will have to provide their
respective opinions for a hypothesized class identity to be
accepted or rejected.

2.2 Sum Rule
Let us consider decision rule (7) in more detail. In some
applications it may be appropriate further to assume that
the a posteriori probabilities computed by the respective

j

i

i =1

R

m

k =1

k

and using (5) in (1), we obtain the decision rule

- R -1

ki

R

where p(xi|wk) is the measurement process model of the ith
representation. Substituting from (4) and (3) into (2) we
find

P

k

i =1

i =1

P wj

i

i =1

d

(8)

where d ki satisfies d ki << 1. Substituting (8) for the a posteriori probabilities in (7), we find

2.1 Product Rule
As already pointed out, p x1 , K , x R w k represents the joint

h

k

k

i

(11)

i =1

2.3 Comments
Before proceeding, in the next section, to develop specific
classifier combination strategies based on decision rules (7)
and (11), let us pause to elaborate on the assumptions made
to derive the product and sum rules. We concede that the
conditional independence assumption may be deemed to
be unrealistic in many situations. However, three important
points should be borne in mind before dismissing the results of the rest of the paper:
• For some applications, the conditional independence
assumption will hold.
• For many applications, this assumption will provide
an adequate and workable approximation of the reality which may be more complex. One could draw a
parallel here between the Gaussian assumption frequently made even in situations where the class distributions patently do not obey the exponential law
but still this simplification yields acceptable results.
• Finally, and perhaps most importantly, we shall see in
the next section that all the derived classifier combination schemes based on this assumption are routinely used in practice. The analysis presented in the
paper therefore provides a plausible theoretical underpinning of these combination rules and thereby
draws attention to the underlying assumptions behind
these schemes which the users may not be aware of.
As far as the sum rule is concerned, the assumption that
the posterior class probabilities do not deviate greatly from
the priors will be unrealistic in most applications. When
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observations xi, i = 1, ..., R on a pattern convey significant
discriminatory information the sum approximation of the
product in (10) will introduce gross approximation errors.
However, we shall show in Section 6 that the injection of
these errors will be compensated by a relatively low sensitivity of the approximation to estimation errors.

3 CLASSIFIER COMBINATION STRATEGIES
The decision rules (7) and (11) constitute the basic schemes
for classifier combination. Interestingly, many commonly
used classifier combination strategies can be developed
from these rules by noting that
R

R

Pdw k x i i
’ Pdw k xi i £ min
i =1
i =1

£

1
R

R

R

Pdw k x i i
Â Pdw k xi i £ max
i =1

(12)

i =1

The relationship (12) suggests that the product and sum
combination rules can be approximated by the above upper
or lower bounds, as appropriate. Furthermore, the hardening of the a posteriori probabilities P w k x i to produce bi-

d

i

D ki

d

e

j =1

j

(13)

otherwise

results in combining decision outcomes rather than combining a posteriori probabilities. These approximations lead
to the following rules:

3.1 Max Rule
Starting from (11) and approximating the sum by the
maximum of the posterior probabilities, we obtain
assign

Z Æ wj

if

R

a1 - RfPew j + R max Pew x j =
L
O
max Ma1 - RfPcw h + R max Pdw x iP
N
Q
j

j

i =1

m

i

R

k

k =1

R

e

j

k

i =1

i

(14)

m

R

k =1

i =1

d

min P w j x i = max min P w k x i
i =1

i

(17)

3.3 Median Rule
Note that under the equal prior assumption, the sum rule in
(11) can be viewed to be computing the average a posteriori
probability for each class over all the classifier outputs, i.e.,
assign
1
R

Z Æ wj

R

m

if
R

1

Â Pew j xi j = max
Â Pdw k xi i
k =1 R
i =1

(18)

i =1

Thus, the rule assigns a pattern to that class the average a
posteriori probability of which is maximum. If any of the
classifiers outputs an a posteriori probability for some class
which is an outlier, it will affect the average and this in turn
could lead to an incorrect decision. It is well known that a
robust estimate of the mean is the median. It could therefore be more appropriate to base the combined decision on
the median of the a posteriori probabilities. This then leads
to the following rule:

R

m

i

if P w k x i = max P w j x i

if

Z Æ wj

assign

nary valued functions Dki as

R|1
=S
|T0

assign

e

if

Z Æ wj

j

m

R

k =1

i =1

d

med P w j x i = max med P w k x i
i =1

i

(19)

3.4 Majority Vote Rule
Starting from (11) under the assumption of equal priors and
by hardening the probabilities according to (13), we find
assign

Z Æ wj
R

m

if
R

Â D ji = max
Â D ki
k =1
i =1

(20)

i =1

Note that for each class w k the sum on the right hand
side of (20) simply counts the votes received for this hypothesis from the individual classifiers. The class which
receives the largest number of votes is then selected as the
consensus (majority) decision.
All the above combination schemes and their relationships are represented in Fig. 5.

which under the assumption of equal priors simplifies to
assign
R

Z Æ wj

e

j

m

R

k =1

i =1

d

max P w j x i = max max P w k x i
i =1

4 EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF CLASSIFIER
COMBINATION RULES: IDENTITY VERIFICATION

if

i

(15)

3.2 Min Rule
Starting from (7) and bounding the product of posterior
probabilities from above we obtain
assign

if

Z Æ wj

a fw

R

- R -1

e j min Pew x j =
a f cw h min Pdw x i
max P

P

m

k =1

j

j

i =1

i

R

- R -1

k

i =1

k

i

(16)

which under the assumption of equal priors simplifies to

The first experiment is concerned with the problem of personal identity verification. Three different sensing modalities of biometric information are used to check the claimed
identity of an individual: frontal face, face profile, and
voice. The verification methods using these biometric
sensing modalities have been developed as part of the
European Union project in Advance Communication Technologies and Services M2VTS as described in [41], [44], [43].
The design of the verification modules and their performance testing has been carried out using the M2VTS database
[42] made up of about eight seconds of speech and video
data for 37 clients taken five times (five shots) over a period
of one month. The image resolution is 286 ¥ 350 pixels.
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4.1 Frontal Face
The face verification system used in the experiments is described in detail in [41]. It is based on robust correlation of a
frontal face image of the client and the stored face template
corresponding to the claimed identity. A search for the optimum correlation is performed in the space of all valid
geometric and photometric transformations of the input
image to obtain the best possible match with respect to the
template. The geometric transformation includes translation, rotation and scaling, whereas the photometric transformation corrects for a change of the mean level of illumination. The search technique for the optimal transformation
parameters is based on random exponential perturbations.
Accordingly, at each stage the transformation between the
test and reference images is perturbed by a random vector
drawn from an exponential distribution and the change is
accepted if it leads to an improvement of a matching criterion. Computational efficiency is achieved by means of
random sampling based on Sobel sequences which allow
faster convergence as compared to uniform sampling.
The score function adopted rewards a large overlap between the transformed face image and the template, and
the similarity of the intensity distributions of the two images. The degree of similarity is measured with a robust
kernel. This ensures that gross errors due to, for instance,
hair style changes do not swamp the cumulative error between the matched images. In other words, the matching is
benevolent, aiming to find as large areas of the face as possible supporting a close agreement between the respective
gray-level profiles of the two images. The gross errors will
be reflected in a reduced overlap between the two frames
which is taken into account in the overall matching criterion. The system is trained very easily by means of storing
one or more templates for each client. Each reference image
is segmented to create a face mask which excludes the
background and the torso as these are likely to change over
time. The testing is performed on an independent test data
composed of 37 clients and 37 ¥ 36 impostors.
4.2 Face Profile
The verification approach involves a comparison of a candidate profile with the template profile of the claimed
identity. The candidate image profile is extracted from the
face profile images by means of color-based segmentation.
The similarity of the two profiles is measured using the
Chamfer distance computed sequentially [44]. The efficiency of the verification process is aided by precomputing
a distance map for each reference profile. The map stores
the distance of each pixel in the face profile image to the
nearest point on the profile. As the candidate profile can be
subject to translation, rotation and scaling, the objective of
the matching stage is to compensate for such geometric
transformation. The parameters of the compensating transformation are determined by minimizing the chamfer distance between the template and the transformed candidate
profile. The optimization is carried out using a simplex algorithm which requires only the distance function evaluation and no derivatives. The convergence of the simplex
algorithm to a local minimum is prevented by a careful initialization of the transformation parameters. The translation

parameters are estimated by comparing the position of the
nose tip in the two matched profile. The scale factor is derived from the comparison of the profile heights and the
rotation is initially set to zero. Once the optimal set of transformation parameters is determined, the user is accepted or
rejected depending on the relationship of the minimal
chamfer distance to a prespecified threshold.
The system is trained on the first three shots. One profile
per client per shot is stored in the training set. From the
three profiles for each client a single reference profile is selected by pairwise comparison of the profile images. The
profile yielding the lowest matching distance to the other
two images is considered as the best representative of the
triplet. The trained system is tested on Shot 4 profiles. As
there are 37 users in the M2VTS database the testing involves 37 correct authentication matches and 37 ¥ 36 imposter tests. The acceptance threshold is selected from the
Receiver Operating Characteristic so as to produce equal
error rate (false rejection and false acceptance).

4.3 Voice
The personal identity verification based on voice employs a
text dependent approach described in [43]. It is assumed
that the audio input signal representing the uttered sequence of digits from zero to nine can be segmented into
individual words. Both, the segmentation of the speech
data and the claimed identity verification is accomplished
using speech and speaker recognition methods based on
Hidden Markov Models. The audio signal is first transformed into a multivariate time series of linear predictive
cepstral coefficients. During training, digit HMMs are
trained using segmented speech data from three shots of
the M2VTS database. The digit models have the same
structure, with the number of states being digit specific.
The models allocate one state per phoneme and one state
per transition between phonemes. A single Gaussian mixture is used to model the distribution of the cepstral coefficient vectors within one state.
Two models are acquired for each digit: the client model,
and the world model. The latter, which is common to all
users, captures the variability of the uttered sound in a
large database. The verification of a claimed identity is
based on a score computed as the sum over the individual
digits of the log likelihood ratio of the claimed model and
the world model normalized by the number of cepstral coefficient frames. The score is mapped on the interval zeroone using a sigmoid function. The performance is assessed
using an independent test set.
4.4 Experimental Results
The equal error rates obtained using the individual sensing
modalities are shown in Table 1. The table shows that the
lowest rate of 1.4 percent was achieved using voice based
verification. The face profile verification produced an equal
error rate of 8.5 percent whereas the frontal face method
yielded 12.2 percent. The soft decisions output by the three
verification systems were then combined using the various
classifier combination strategies discussed in Section 3.
The validity of the conditional independence assumption was tested by computing the average within class corre-
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TABLE 1
EQUAL ERROR RATES
method

EER (%)

frontal
profile
speech
sum
product
maximum
median
minimum

12.2
8.5
1.4
0.7
1.4
12.2
1.2
4.5

Fig. 1. Correlation of face profile, frontal face, and speech data.

lation matrix for the data used in decision making. Since
the overall dimensionality of the data exceeds tens of thousands, it is impossible to present a full view of the correlations between the measurements of the respective modalities. However, by adopting a visual representation of the
correlation matrix, we will be able to look at the correlations at least in a representative subspace of this highly dimensional feature space. This subspace was created by
taking as features 500 samples of the face image gray levels
taken at prespecified spatial locations. Each profile image
was represented by 60 sample points evenly distributed
along the profile. The sampling is registered with respect to
the tip of the nose and the sampling interval normalized by
the nose length. The profile landmarks needed for the registration and normalization can be easily detected. For the
speech data, we took the first 100 frames from each of the
first five cepstral coefficients. The utterances for each client
were first time warped using a client specific template. This
created a client representation subspace of 1,060 dimensions. In particular, the face profile variables occupy the
first 60 dimensions, followed by 500 frontal face image
samples, and finally 5 ¥ 100 speech measurements. The average within class correlation matrix was computed by removing the class conditional mean of each variable. The
resulting vectors of deviations from the means were used to
compute the elements of the average within class covariance matrix. These were then normalized by dividing each
ijth element by the product of standard deviations of the ith
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and jth component of the vector of deviations. This normalisation process produced average within class correlations taking values in the interval [-1, 1]. For display purposes, we have taken the absolute value of these correlation
coefficients. The result of this representation of variable
correlations is a matrix with all elements on the diagonal
equal to unity (displayed as gray level 255) and the
strength of correlation between one and zero mapped
onto the gray-level scale 255 to 0. The correlation matrix is
shown in Fig. 1.
The correlation matrix exhibits a block diagonal structure, which suggests that the observations generated by
each modality are class conditionally dependent. The correlation are particularly strong between the features of the
face profiles and similarly between those of the speech
utterances. They are weaker for the features of the face
image. Owing to the random spatial sampling of the face
image, the spatial ordering of the successive features is
destroyed and consequently the correlation matrix block
corresponding to the facial data has a random structure
(with the exception of the diagonal elements). Note that
the correlations between features from different modalities are considerably weaker than within modality correlations. This applies in particular to the correlations between the frontal face and the other two modalities. There
is a small subset of the face profile variables for which the
correlations are not insignificant but on the whole the
conditional independence assumption may be considered
to hold.
Next, the three biometric modalities were combined using the fusion strategies discussed in Section 3. The results
presented in Table 1 show the benefits of classifier combination. It is interesting to note that the sum rule outperformed all the other combination strategies and also the
individually best expert.

5 EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON OF CLASSIFIER
COMBINATION RULES: HANDWRITTEN DIGIT
RECOGNITION
As a second domain to assess the classifier combination
strategies, we used the problem of handwritten character
recognition. The task is to recognize totally unconstrained
handwritten numerals. Samples are images of isolated
numeric characters taken from addresses on the letter envelopes provides by the U.S Postal Service.
The database used is the CEDAR-CDROM produced
by the Center of Excellence for Document Analysis and
Recognition, at the State University of New York, Buffalo.
Images are scanned from dead-letter envelopes provided
by the U.S. Postal Service. We used the BR and BS sets of
the database that consist of bitonal isolated images of
numeric characters. BR set contains 18,468 samples and is
used as a training set while BS set (2,213 samples) served
as a test set.
Four types of classifiers are first applied to perform the
classification individually. We used structural [38], Gaussian, Neural Network, and Hidden Markov Model classifiers [40].
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5.1 Character Representation
Four different representations are used as follows:
1) Pixel-level representation: in the Gaussian classifier
case the bitonal image of each numeric character is
scaled into 10 ¥ 10 gray-level image. The character is
thus represented by a 100-dimensional vector in
which each dimension is the gray level of the corresponding pixel.
2) Complex object representation: this is used in the case
of the structural classifier. The bitonal image is first
skeletonized using some thinning process. The
skeleton of the character is then decomposed into a
number of primitives. Each primitive being either a
line, curve or a loop is parameterized using a number
of unary measurements such as the size, direction, etc.
In addition, a number of binary measurements are
extracted to describe the geometrical relations between each primitive and its neighbors. A more detailed description of this representation is presented
in [39].
3) In the HMM classifier, the 2D image is represented as
two 1D signals by using the horizontal and vertical
profiles. The profile consists of the binary pattern of
the image across the horizontal/vertical line. This
pattern is quantized into 16 vectors in the codebook.
Each pattern is therefore given the index of the closest
vector in the codebook. Further, the center of gravity
of each line in the profile is calculated and also quantized (to 13 levels). The feature space thus consists of
two indices one for the pixel pattern and the other for
the center of gravity. More details on this representation can be found in [40].
4) The pixel representation in Item 1 is used as a starting
point to derive a distinct character description by the
hidden layer of the neural network employed as one
of the classifiers.

5.2 Classification
5.2.1 Structural Classifier
Handwritten characters have natural structures as they are
generally composed of number of smaller elements with
certain topological relations. To recognize a character, we
need to identify its basic primitives and the particular
structural relations between them.
The binary image is first skeletonized, then decomposed into number of primitives where junctions and reflection points serve as breaking points. Both symbolic
and numeric attributes are used to describe the structure
of the character. Firstly, primitives are categorized into
one of three types using a discretizing criterion: zero-line,
one-curve, or two-loop. The connectivity between the
primitives is encoded to reflect the topological structure
of the character. The character code consists of the code of
each primitive which in turn consists of the type of the
primitive, the number of the neighbors on the first end
point and their types, and the number of the neighbors on
the second endpoint and their types. For example the
code:
(1, 200, 0), (2, 10, 10), (0, 210, 12), (0, 210, 0)

Fig. 2. The prototype tree structure.

represents a character consisting of four primitives. The
first primitive is a curve (1) connected to two primitives in
the first end point, both of them being lines (200). The other
endpoint is not connected to any primitive (0).
Numeric information is also used to characterize unary
attributes of primitives and relations and binary relations
between primitives. The length of the primitive, its direction, the degree of curvature are some of the unary measurements used. Example of the binary measurements used
are the direction of the line connecting the centers of the
primitive and its neighbor as well as the direction of the
line connecting the terminal point of the primitive and the
center of the neighbor. Each class is represented by one or
more prototypes. In our scheme prototypes are generated
from the training samples. Samples of each class are divided into small groups by means of levels of clustering.
The first is to group all samples with the same number of
primitives in a cluster. Each cluster is called Np-Group and
is further divided according to the types of the primitives.
For example, samples that consist of a curve and two lines
are grouped together. Each such group or cluster is called
type-Group and further divided into a number of clusters
each containing samples that have the same structural
code. Cluster in this level is called code-Group. Finally,
each code-Group is further divided using the dynamic
clustering algorithm [37] where each of the clusters produced is called dist-Group. The mean, variance and the
actual range around the mean are calculated for each of the
unary and binary measurements to characterize the particular cluster. The prototypes of all classes are saved in this
multilevel tree structure (Fig. 2).

5.2.2 The Classification Scheme
An unknown sample is tested first at the root of the prototype tree to decide the right Np-group. In the next level, it
is checked to select the right type-Group and eventually it
reaches the appropriate code-Group. If no code-Group is
found, the class of the sample is reported as unknown. Otherwise, the sample will be checked against all prototypes in
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the code-Group to find the closest candidate(s) to the sample. First, the probabilistic relaxation algorithm [38] is used
to find the correspondence between the primitives in the
sample and those in the prototype. Then, a distance measure is used to quantify the similarity between the sample
and each candidate. It is pertinent to point out that a
meaningful measure can be defined because each sample is
compared only to prototypes that have the same number of
primitives as well as connectivity (adjacency matrix). This
means that they have the same number of dimensions.
Moreover, after finding the correspondence between the
primitives in the sample and the prototype through the
matching process, the attribute vectors associated with the
sample and prototypes respectively can be considered as
belonging to the same space. This facilitates the task of
finding a metric for measuring the distance between them.
We used the Euclidean distance first, but due to the fact
that this distance does not take into account second-order
statistics of each measurement, the results were not satisfactory. On the other hand, using distance measure that
exploits second order statistics, such as the Mahalanobis
distance, requires a large number of samples in each cluster.
Due to the large variability in the structure of the handwritten characters there are prototypes that contain only a
few samples in the training set which makes the estimate of
these statistics unsatisfactory. Consequently, we chose a
modified Euclidean distance whereby the difference in each
dimension between the measurement vector in the sample
and that in prototype is penalized if it exceeds a certain
value. The value is chosen to be some weight multiplied by
the standard deviation of that particular measurement. The
modified distance therefore is:

FG { d
H

dme = Â F xi - mi

i} IJK

1

2 2

(21)

where:

R|Sk y
|T y

bg

F y =

if y > Qs i
otherwise

(22)

and mi is the mean of the ith feature while si is its standard
deviation. Q is the threshold constant. k is a penalizing
weight. The values of Q and k are selected experimentally.
An estimate of the a priori probability is then computed
as follows:
e

c h

P wi x =

- dmei2

Âk e

c h
Pcw h

P wi
2

- dme k

(23)

k

where P(wi) is the a posteriori probability estimated from
the number of samples in each cluster that generated the
prototype. The sample is then assigned the class that has
the maximum P(wk|x). Note that when no prototype
matches the sample structure it is assigned zero a posteriori
probability for all classes.

5.2.3 Gaussian Classifier
The classes in the feature space are assumed to possess a
normal distribution:

d i a f

p x w i = 2p

- d2

Âi

- 21 - x - m i

e

c

hT Â i-1 c x - m i h

(24)

where mi is the mean vector and Si is the covariance matrix
of class i. They are estimated in the training phase from the
training data set. d is the number of dimensions in the feature space.
The a posteriori probability is then calculated:

c h

P wi x =

d ic h
pdx w iPcw h

p xwi P wi
Âk

k

(25)

k

5.2.4 Hidden Markov Models Classifier
Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), a popular method of statistical representation in speech processing is based on the
representation of an object as a random process that generates a sequence of states. The model consists of a number of
states with their probabilities as well as probabilities associated with the transition from one state to another.
The character in this classifier is scanned vertically and
horizontally to generate the corresponding vertical and
horizontal profiles. The vertical profile consists of the rows
in the binary image while the horizontal profile consists of
the columns. Each state represents a pattern of binary pixels
in each line along the profile. The number of possible patterns (states) can be numerous. For example, in a 32 ¥ 32
32
binary image there are 2 possible combinations. To reduce
the number of possible states, the training patterns are
clustered and the centroid of each cluster serves as a reference vector in a code book (Vector Quantization). An unknown sample is compared to each reference in the codebook and assigned the index of the closest one. The codebook is generated using the k-means clustering algorithm
with k = 16, resulting in a 16-vector codebook. In the clustering process some distance measure is required to determine how close a sample is to its cluster in order to decide
that it should be kept in the cluster or moved to another
(closer) one. Hamming distance is a natural choice when
dealing with binary vectors. The Hamming distance, however, is known to be sensitive to the shift between two binary patterns. Slight shifts are inevitable in a problem like
character recognition. A Shift Invariant Hamming distance
(the minimum Hamming Distance between two discrete
vectors when they are allowed to slide on each other) is
used. The same advantageous property of shift invariance
can be undesirable in some cases. For example, the profile
of letter “q” and “d” would appear to have the same codebook index. Therefore, another measure is used to distinguish between such instances. The center of gravity of line
is calculated and then subtracted from the running average
of the last three lines. The relative center of gravity is in
turn quantized to 13 levels. The state representation is thus
reduced to a pair of numbers—one represents the pixel
pattern index and the other is the relative center of gravity.
The discrete hidden Markov models are generated using
the Baum-Welch reestimation procedure while a scoring
mechanism based on the Viterbi algorithm is used in the
test phase. The scoring result reflects the likelihood of the
sample to be generated by the class model. These score values are used as the soft-level assignment of the classifier (as
posteriori probabilities estimates).
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TABLE 2
THE CLASSIFICATION RATE FOR EACH CLASSIFIER
Individual classifier

Classification rate %

Structural:
Gaussian:
Neural Net:
HMM:

90.85
93.93
93.2
94.77

TABLE 3
THE CLASSIFICATION RATE USING
DIFFERENT COMBINING SCHEMES
Combining rule

Classification rate %

Majority Vote:
Sum rule:
Max rule:
Min rule:
Product rule:
Median rule:

97.96
98.05
93.93
86.00
84.69
98.19

5.2.5 Neural Network Classifier
Our next classifier is a feed forward neural network (Multilayer Perceptron) trained as a pattern classifier. The momentum Back-propagation algorithm is used to train the
network. The network consists of 100 nodes in the input
layer (corresponding to the 100 dimensions in the feature
space), 25 nodes in the hidden layer, and 10 nodes in the
output layer. Each node in the output layer is associated
with one class and its output Oi, with [zero to one] range,
reflects the response of the network to the corresponding
class wi. To facilitate a soft-level combination the responses
are normalized and used as estimates of the a posteriori
probability of the classes as

c h

P wi x =

Oi
Â k Ok

(26)

5.3 The Combination Scheme
In this expert fusion experiment, due to staff changes, we
were unable to compute the within class correlation matrix
for the different representations used. We can, therefore,
only hope that the distinct representations used by the individual experts satisfy the assumption of class conditional
independence at least approximately. Six different combination schemes are applied under the assumption of equal
priors and their results are compared. These schemes can be
divided into two groups according to the format of the individual classifiers used by the combiner. Hard-level combination uses the output of the classifier after it is hardthresholded (binarized). Soft-level combination on the other
hand uses the estimates of a posteriori probability of the
class by each classifier. The majority vote combiner is a representative of the first category while the five different operators are the soft-level combiners. Table 2 shows the results
of classification of the individual classifiers while the results of different combining schemes are shown in Table 3.
Note that the worst results are achieved when using the
product rule which are similar to the performance of the min
rule. The results using these two rules are worse than any
of the individual classifiers as well, and the reason is that if
any of the classifiers reports the correct class a posteriori

Fig. 3. Samples misclassified by the HMM classifier and corrected by
the sum-rule combiner.

probability as zero, the output will be zero, and the correct
class cannot be identified. Therefore, the final result reported by the combiner in such cases is either a wrong class
(worst case) or a reject (when all of the classes are assigned
zero a posteriori probability). Another interesting outcome
of our experiments is that the Sum rule as well as the median
rule have the best classification results. The majority vote
rule is very close in performance to the mean and median
rules. The Max rule is still better than any of the individual
classifiers, with the exception of the HMM classifier.

5.4 Analysis of the Results
We analysed the results in more detail to see how the performance of the system improves through decision combination. HMM classifier that yields the best classification
rate among individual classifiers is chosen as a reference.
Twenty examples of the samples misclassified by the
HMM classifier and corrected by the sum-rule combiner are
shown in Fig. 3. The numbers below each character represent the true class and that assigned by the HMM classifier,
respectively. Although the HMM classifier scored quite
well in the overall classification, it seemed to have failed to
classify samples that otherwise look easy to recognize.
Table 4 contains the corresponding samples with the a
posteriori probabilities estimated by each classifier. The
table shows a clear difference in the values assigned to
some of the samples by different classifiers. While one of
the classifiers is 100 percent sure about the classification of
the sample (the probability estimate is 1.0), the HMM classifier is 100 percent sure that it is not the true class (its estimate is zero). Note that 66 of the 107 of the misclassified
samples are corrected by the simple sum rule combiner.
An important requirement for a combiner that uses the
output of the individual classifiers is that the classifiers
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TABLE 4
SAMPLES MISCLASSIFIED BY HMM CLASSIFIER
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

True class

HMM decision

Structural

Neural Net.

Gaussian

HMM

0
0
0
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
4
4
5
6
7
7
7
8
9

8
8
8
7
7
4
6
3
5
5
7
9
9
3
4
3
4
9
4
4

0.95
0.71
1.00
0.17
0.58
0.1
1.00
0.96
0.73
0.1
1.00
0.1
1.00
0.71
0.97
1.00
0.1
0.70
0.75
0.98

0.99
0.05
0.56
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
0.00
0.95
1.00
0.91
1.00
1.00
0.86
1.00
0.92
0.97
0.74
0.59
0.98

1.00
1.00
0.04
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.99
1.00
0.00
1.00
0.97
1.00
1.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.12
0.00
0.25
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.39
0.00
0.15
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.17
0.00

True class, class assigned by the HMM classifier and the a posteriori probabilities estimated by each classifier.

should not be strongly correlated in their “misclassification.”
That is, classifiers should not agree with each other when
they misclassify a sample, or at least they should not assign
the same incorrect class to a sample. This requirement can
be satisfied to a certain extent by
1) using different representations for the object (different
feature sets) and
2) using a different classification principle for each of
the individual classifiers.
Using different representations (feature sets) leads, in many
cases, to a reduction in the correlation between the outputs of
individual classifiers, since there is almost always less correlation between the input vectors using different representations than when using the same set of features. Different classifiers usually use different assumptions about the structure
of the data and the stochastic model that generates it. This
leads to a different estimate of the a posteriori probabilities
especially around the Bayes decision boundaries.
It is also pertinent to look at the samples that are misclassified by the combiner to see whether there was full correlation between all the classifiers in their decision. Thirty samples out of the 43 misclassified samples are correctly classified by at least one classifier. Fig. 4 displays some of the misclassified samples by the sum-rule combiner. In Fig. 4a, the
samples are not recognized by any of the individual classifiers. In Figs. 4b, 4c, 4d, and 4e, samples are correctly classified
by the classifier indicated below each sample.

• conditional independence of the respective representations used by the individual classifiers and
• classes being highly ambiguous (observations enhance the a priori class probabilities only slightly)
appear to produce the most reliable decisions. In this section, we shall investigate the sensitivity of the product rule
(7) and the sum rule (11) to estimation errors. We shall
show that the sum rule is much less affected by estimation
errors. This theoretically established behavior is consistent
with the experimental findings.
In the developments in Sections 2 and 3, we assumed
that the a posteriori class probabilities P(wj|xi), in terms of
which the various classifier combination rules are defined,
are computed correctly. In fact, each classifier i will produce
only an estimate of this probability, which we shall denote
P$ w x . The estimate deviates from the true probability by

e

j

i

j

error eji, i.e.,
P$ w j x i = P w j x i + e ji

e

j e

j

(27)

It is these estimated probabilities that enter the classifier
combination rules rather than the true probabilities.
Let us now consider the effect of the estimation errors on
the classifier combination rules. Substituting (27) into (7)
we have
assign
Z Æ wj
if

a fw

- R -1

6 ERROR SENSITIVITY

P

A somewhat surprising outcome of the experimental comparison of the classifier combination rules reported in Sections 4 and 5 is that the sum rule (11), which has been developed under the strongest assumptions, namely, those of

max P

R

e j’ Pew x j + e
j

j

i

ji

=

i =1

m

k =1

a f cw

R

- R -1

k

h’ Pdw x i + e
k

i =1

i

ki

(28)
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Fig. 4. Samples misclassified by the sum-rule combiner. (a) Samples not classified correctly by any individual classifier. (b) Samples classified
correctly by the structural classifier. (c) By the Neural Network classifier. (d) By the Gaussian classifier. (e) By the HMM classifier.

d

i

Under the assumption that eki << P w k x i which is rather
strong and may not represent the worst case scenario, and

d

i

further assuming that P w k x i π 0 we can rearrange the

Comparing (7) and (31) it is apparent that each term (class
wk hypothesis) in the error free classifier combination rule (7)
is affected by error factor
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Substituting (30) into (28) we get
assign

k

OP
x iP
Q

A similar analysis of the sum rule (11) commences with
assign

which can then be linearized as

ki

(31)

k

k

i =1

i

ki
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|W

(33)
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Fig. 5. Classifier combination schemes.

assign

Z Æ wj
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A comparison of (11) and (34) shows that each term in
the error free classifier combination rule (11) is affected by
error factor

ki

k

OP
PP
x iP
PQ

(35)

i

Comparing error factors (32) and (35), it transpires that
the sensitivity to errors of the former is much more dramatic than that of the latter. Note that since the a posteriori
class probabilities are less than unity, each error eki in (32) is
1
amplified by
. The compounded effect of all these

d

P w k xi

i

amplified errors is equivalent to their sum. In contrast, in
the sum rule, the errors are not amplified. On the contrary,
their compounded effect, which is also computed as a sum,
is scaled by the sum of the a posteriori probabilities. For the
most probable class, this sum is likely to be greater than one
which will result in the dampening of the errors. Thus, the
sum decision rule is much more resilient to estimation er-
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rors and this may be a plausible explanation of the superior
performance of this combination strategy that we observed
experimentally in Sections 4 and 5, or at least a contributing
factor to it. It follows, therefore, that the sum classifier
combination rule is not only a very simple and intuitive
technique of improving the reliability of decision making
based on different classifier opinions but it is also remarkably robust.

7 CONCLUSIONS
The problem of combining classifiers which use different
representations of the patterns to be classified was studied.
We have developed a common theoretical framework for
classifier combination and showed that many existing
schemes can be considered as special cases of compound
classification where all the pattern representations are used
jointly to make a decision. We have demonstrated that under different assumptions and using different approximations we can derive the commonly used classifier combination schemes such as the product rule, sum rule, min rule,
max rule, median rule, and majority voting. The various
classifier combination schemes were compared experimentally. A surprising outcome of the comparative study
was that the combination rule developed under the most
restrictive assumptions—the sum rule—outperformed
other classifier combinations schemes. To explain this empirical finding, we investigated the sensitivity of various
schemes to estimation errors. The sensitivity analysis has
shown that the sum rule is most resilient to estimation errors and this may provide a plausible explanation for its
superior performance.
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